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Abstract

The novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 was first detected in China in Decem-
ber 2019 and has rapidly spread around the globe. The World Health Or-
ganization declared COVID-19 a pandemic in March 2020 just three months
after the introduction of the virus. Individual nations have implemented
and enforced a variety of social distancing interventions to slow the virus
spread, that had different degrees of success. Understanding the role of non-
pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) on COVID-19 transmission in different
settings is highly important. While most such studies have focused on China,
neighboring Asian counties, Western Europe, and North America, there is
a scarcity of studies for Eastern Europe. The aim of this study is to con-
tribute to filling this gap by analyzing the characteristics of the first months
of the epidemic in Ukraine using agent-based modelling and phylodynam-
ics. Specifically, first we studied the dynamics of COVID-19 incidence and
mortality and explored the impact of epidemic NPIs. Our stochastic model
suggests, that even a small delay of weeks could have increased the number
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of cases by up to 50%, with the potential to overwhelm hospital systems.
Second, the genomic data analysis suggests that there have been multiple
introductions of SARS-CoV-2 into Ukraine during the early stages of the
epidemic. Our findings support the conclusion that the implemented travel
restrictions may have had limited impact on the epidemic spread. Third, the
basic reproduction number for the epidemic that has been estimated inde-
pendently from case counts data and from genomic data suggest sustained
intra-country transmissions.

Keywords: SARS-CoV-2, agent-based, COVID-19, Ukraine, phylogenetics,
phylodynamics

1. Introduction1

SARS-CoV-2 virus causing COVID-19 was first detected in December2

2019 in the Chinese city of Wuhan [1][2][3][4][5], and has rapidly spread3

around the globe, prompting the World Health Organization (WHO) to de-4

clare a pandemic in March, 2020 [6], just three month after the first reported5

case. Despite having much lower case-fatality rate than other recent coro-6

navirus pandemics such as the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS)7

and Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS), the novel coronavirus has8

claimed more lives just within a few months of introduction than both of9

those epidemics combined [7]. As of June 29, 2021 there were more than 18210

million infections with over 3.9 million deaths [8]. In the absence of vaccines11

during the early pandemic period, non-pharmaceutical interventions (specif-12

ically, non-pharmaceutical epidemic mitigation interventions) were the only13

tools at the disposal of public health authorities to prevent and to mitigate14

the virus spread [9][10][11]. The strategies implemented and enforced by15

governments around the world were highly variable and included frequent16

sanitation of public spaces, enforced social distancing, wearing of masks, clo-17

sure of schools, churches, and ban of mass gatherings [12][13][14].18

Even well after a year since the epidemic started, fundamental questions19

regarding the effects of non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) [15][16] and20

the genomic evolution of SARS-CoV-2 [17][18][19][20] during the introductory21

period remain. Additionally, recent modeling efforts aimed at shedding light22

on those questions have mostly focused on China [1][2][3][4], the rest of Asia23

[21][22][23], Western and Central Europe [24][22][25], and North America24

[26][27][28][29][5], largely neglecting Africa, the Middle East, and Eastern25
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Europe.26

In Eastern Europe, post-socialist economics and healthcare systems are27

inherently different from Western Europe. The available SARS-CoV-2 trans-28

mission models for Eastern Europe are based on relatively simple SIR or29

similar compartmental models [30][31][32] where individuals are assigned to30

groups and all individuals within a given group are expected to have the31

same characteristics. To the best of our knowledge no agent-based modeling32

studies have been conducted for Ukraine to evaluate the impact of spatial33

heterogeneities in key transmission drivers such as density of infected indi-34

viduals and their geographic locations. Furthermore, the number of genomic35

epidemiology studies on the COVID-19 pandemic in Eastern Europe has been36

limited. In this paper, we sought to fill the knowledge gap for the Ukrainian37

epidemic [33], which provides a unique setting for studying the COVID-1938

spread under the ex-USSR healthcare system, and with the epidemic miti-39

gation policies similar to the rest of Europe.40

The first confirmed case in Ukraine was reported on March 3, 2020 and41

was an individual who has recently traveled from Italy. The first death was42

reported on March 13, 2020 [34][33]. The Ukrainian government started to43

implement quarantine measure on March 12, 2020 [33][32] while the cases44

continued to rise possibly because of the delayed detections of existing infec-45

tions and returns of infected Ukrainians from abroad [32] (Figure 3B). As a46

result, more strict measures have been implemented on April 6, 2020 which47

included the closure of schools, universities, shopping malls, and mandatory48

mask regiment in public places [32]. Those measures were slightly softened49

on April 24, 2020 and many services resumed even though some restrictions50

lasted till the end of June 2020 [33]. As a summary, Ukrainian officials took51

the epidemic very seriously from the beginning and started to implement the52

mitigation efforts and corresponding regulations almost immediately after53

multiple cases in the country have been detected. At the same time imple-54

mentation of the proposed mitigation efforts did vary from region to region,55

and so did the compliance with those regulations [35][36].56

2. Methods57

2.1. Agent-based Stochastic Model58

To investigate the COVID-19 epidemic in Ukraine and to assess its dy-59

namics under different mitigation scenarios, we utilized our general stochas-60

tic agent-based modeling framework [37]. The model was adjusted to the61
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Ukrainian settings and fit into the observed Ukrainian data. The summary62

of the framework together with the adaptation details are outlined below.63

In brief, the model simulates the epidemics evolving over the discrete64

time interval (1, ..., T ) with time points 1 ≤ t ≤ T corresponding to calendar65

days and over the certain geographical area projected on a plain. Infected66

individuals are represented as agents with multiple characteristics that in-67

clude geographic coordinates; age; infection time, severity and current sta-68

tus; disease stage; infectivity rate and infectivity radius which determines69

how frequently and where it produces secondary infections. The summaries70

of empirical reproduction numbers of individual agents which are generated71

by model simulations are used for the estimation of the population basic72

reproduction number R0 [38]. The geographical part of the model includes73

circular local epidemic spread areas E = {E1, E2, . . . , EI} characterized by74

their centers and radii. The centers of these areas represent hostspots of the75

infection introduction into the local population (e.g. transport hubs or ad-76

ministrative centers). The model incorporates NPI measures via a reduced77

infection transmission parameters which are effective starting from a certain78

calendar date customizable within the model.79

In this study, we used epidemic spread areas and the corresponding in-80

cidence and mortality data reported by the National Security and Defence81

Council of Ukraine [39]. It includes daily reports for individual administra-82

tive regions (”oblast”) under the control of the Ukrainian government start-83

ing from March, 2020. The reported data was separated into three parts.84

The initially reported cases from March 12, 2020 to April 12, 2020 were ret-85

rospectively incorporated into the model as the initial conditions [37]. The86

reported and model-produced data from April 22, 2020 to July 12, 2020 were87

used for model calibration, and from July 13, 2020 to August 1, 2020 – for88

model validation. The data before April 22, 2020 were used solely for the89

initial conditions to increase the model fit robustness, since the initial num-90

ber of cases was relatively small in comparison to subsequent periods. The91

August 1, 2020 has been selected as the end date of our simulations to agree92

with the dates of genomic analysis based on available analyzed SARS-CoV-293

sequences collection times [40].94

Optimization of model parameters has been performed by minimizing95

the sum of squared differences between the model-produced outputs (across96

multiple runs) and the calibration data using the Nelder–Mead numerical97

minimization method [41]. The population basic reproduction number R098

[38] has been estimated from the model-produced distribution quantiles (5%,99
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median, 95%) of the reproduction numbers of individuals and summarized100

across multiple stochastic runs [37]. The estimates for R0 were produced101

from the model fit to real data with the assumption that interventions have102

started almost immediately after the virus introduction.103

In addition to the simulations based on the model fit to the actual case104

count, mortality and NPI data, two alternative simulation scenarios were105

considered under the hypothetical assumptions that NPIs that caused re-106

duced transmissibility were implemented one (on April 19, 2020) and two107

(on April 26, 2020) weeks after the simulation start time. The results of108

simulations under these three scenarios were compared to assess the effect of109

timely NPI implementations.110

The additional details about the model can be found in our earlier study111

[37], and the model implementation tailored to Ukrainian data is available112

at https://github.com/quantori/COVID19-Ukraine-Transmission.113

2.2. Genomic Epidemiology Analysis114

Sixty high-quality SARS-CoV-2 genomes from Ukraine sampled between115

April 24, 2020 and August 7, 2020 were extracted from GISAID [40]. These116

genomes were utilized to construct a maximum likelihood phylogeny using117

Nextstrain build for SARS-CoV-2 with the default country-specific subsam-118

pling settings [42]. The obtained timed phylogeny contained Ukrainian se-119

quences together with a representative subsample of 6479 sequences from120

other geographic regions, and included inferred ancestral geographic traits of121

internal nodes. Using these traits, intra-country transmission clusters were122

identified as clades with the most recent common ancestors (MRCA) esti-123

mated as originating from Ukraine. For each cluster, confidence intervals for124

emergence times for MRCA and its parent were also obtained.125

Next, a phylodynamic analysis of the three largest clusters and the en-126

tire Ukrainian SARS-CoV-2 population was performed using BEAST v1.10.4127

[43]. We used a strict molecular clock, HKY+Γ nucleotide substitution128

model, a tree prior with exponential growth coalescent. Priors for the pa-129

rameters were defined in BEAUti v 1.10.4 and were the following: a) nor-130

mal N (mean = 8.0e-4, st.dev = 2.0e-5) for the clock rate, b) log-normal131

LN (mean = 1.0, st.dev = 1.25) for the population size, c) double ex-132

ponential (Laplace) distribution DEXP(µ = 0, b = 100) for the growth133

rate, d) normal N (mean = 0, st.dev = 1) for the freqParameter, e) ex-134

ponential EXP(mean = 0.5, offset = 0) for the gammaShape parameter,135
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and f) log-normal LN (mean = 1.0, st.dev = 1.25) for the kappa param-136

eter. The detailed parameters file is available in XML format at https:137

//github.com/alanira/COVID19-Ukraine-phylodynamics. The parame-138

ters were estimated after 30,000,000 iterations of Markov Chain Monte Carlo139

(MCMC) sampling, with the initial 10% values discarded as burn-in. The140

results were accepted if the effective sample sizes were above 200 for all pa-141

rameters. The estimated exponential growth rates were used to calculate142

the basic reproduction numbers R0 under the assumption that SARS-CoV-2143

generation intervals (i.e. times between infection onset and onward trans-144

mission) were gamma-distributed [44]. We used the formula145

R̂0 =

[
1 +

f̂ σ̂2

µ̂

] µ̂2

σ̂2

, (1)

where µ̂ and σ̂ are the mean and standard deviation of the aforementioned146

gamma distribution [45][46][47][48]. For these values, we used the estimates147

µ̂ = 5.20 and σ̂ = 1.72 from [49] and µ̂ = 3.95 and σ̂ = 1.51 from [49]. The148

formula (1) defines a strictly monotone transformation of f̂ , and, therefore,149

it also straightforwardly transforms the 95% highest posterior density (HPD)150

intervals for f into those for R0.151

3. Results152

3.1. Agent-based Stochastic Model153

The visual results of the first scenario (model fit) and the corresponding154

outputs are summarized in Figure 1. Blue curves in Figure 1 correspond155

to the reported data. They are captured by the model fits which is also156

indicated by the corresponding median and 90% pointwise model prediction157

bands across five hundred runs. The calibration interval is highlighted by158

cyan background.159

For each of the three considered scenarios the median value across five160

hundred simulations were computed at each time point and presented to-161

gether with the corresponding 5-th and 95-th percentiles across five hundred162

stochastic realizations to form the 90% prediction intervals (PI-s). The cor-163

responding results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 for the model-predicted164

cases and deaths, respectively. The three scenario summaries from Table 1165

can be directly compared. For comparison the actual number of reported166
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Figure 1: The model predictions together with the reported cases (Panel A) and reported
death (Panel B) are presented. The model calibration time interval is highlighted in green.
Red lines correspond to the median of the five hundred model-produced runs together with
the corresponding 90% prediction bands to quantify the uncertainty. The actual observed
case and death counts are displayed in blue for visual comparison.

cases by August 1, 2020 was 71, 056 [39] which validates the model fit since167

August 1, 2020 was outside of the calibration interval. The hypothetical168

April 19th and April 26th intervention start dates produce larger number of169

cases in comparison to the original fitted scenario. The median estimates170

can be compared directly. The hypothetical April 19th scenario results in171

16% predicted increase in cumulative number of cases on June 1, 2020 and172

in 20% predicted increase in cumulative number of cases on August 1, 2020173

in comparison to the fitted scenario. The hypothetical April 26th scenario174

results in 36% predicted increase in cumulative number of cases on June 1,175

2020 and in 46% predicted increase in cumulative number of cases on August176

1, 2020 when compared to the fitted scenario.177

The hypothetical April 19th scenario results in 14% increase in cumulative178

number of deaths predicted on June 1, 2020 and in 20% increase in cumulative179

number of deaths predicted on August 1, 2020. The hypothetical April 26th180

scenario results in 32% increase in cumulative number of deaths predicted on181

June 1, 2020 and in 46% increase in cumulative number of deaths predicted182

on August 1, 2020.183

Interestingly, the median results for the hypothetical April 19th scenario184

displayed better alignment with the actual data. This suggests the delayed185

impact of NPIs in transmission mitigation caused by the time needed to186

put the prescribed measures into effect. Furthermore, the obtained results187

demonstrate the importance of the early epidemic mitigation measures which188

cause the reduction in transmission probability parameters and, therefore, a189
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Scenario June 1, 2020 July 1, 2020 August 1, 2020

Real Data 24, 012 44, 998 71, 056

April 12, 2020 23, 724 (19, 093; 28, 250) 38, 932 (29, 181; 48, 782) 57, 810 (41, 864; 75, 029)

April 19, 2020 27, 511 (22, 681; 32, 872) 46, 193 (36, 238; 57, 100) 69, 358 (50, 642; 88, 407)

April 26, 2020 32, 220 (26, 016; 38, 645) 55, 141 (41, 974; 69, 992) 84, 227 (63, 992; 109, 069)

Table 1: The model outputs are presented together with the reported data. The pre-
dicted number of cumulative cases produced by the model over time for three different
epidemic mitigation scenarios for three initiation dates together with the corresponding
90% prediction intervals.

Scenario June 1, 2020 July 1, 2020 August 1, 2020

Real Data 718 1, 173 1, 709
April 12, 2020 568 (464; 667) 967 (738; 1, 203) 1, 461 (1, 050; 1, 904)
April 19, 2020 653 (541; 783) 1, 143 (889; 1, 412) 1, 762 (1, 308; 2, 241)
April 26, 2020 752 (612; 906) 1, 364 (1, 049; 1, 705) 2, 141 (1, 604; 2, 719)

Table 2: The model outputs are presented together with the reported data. The pre-
dicted number of cumulative death produced by the model over time for three different
epidemic mitigation scenarios for three initiation dates together with the corresponding
90% prediction intervals.

reduction in the number of cases, and (more importantly) deaths. At the190

same time the results for later mitigation efforts implementation dates should191

only be interpreted as sensitivity analysis, since the Ukrainian government192

has implemented quarantine measures from the beginning of the epidemic and193

there were no data to properly estimate the corresponding non-intervention194

transmission probability parameters [50]. Therefore, the corresponding non-195

quarantine probability parameters have been adopted from the previous anal-196

ysis [37].197

The population basic reproduction number R0 estimate during the in-198

tervention was estimated to be 1.10 (median) with the corresponding 90%199

confidence interval from quantiles equal to (0.24; 1.88).200

3.2. Genomic epidemiology of SARS-CoV-2201

Despite a sparse sampling, the observed genomic diversity of SARS-CoV-202

2 in Ukraine is substantial, indicating both multiple introductions of the virus203

and sustained intra-country evolution (Figure 2). This agrees well with the204

patterns observed in other countries [51], and emphasizes the contribution of205

global movement of people to the rapid spread of SARS-CoV-2. Specifically,206
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Ukrainian sequences are distributed among eight lineages by the classification207

of [52] as follows: B.1 - 50.0 % of genomes, B.1.1 - 28.3 %, B1.1.243 - 8.3 %,208

B.1.527 - 5.0 %, B.1.1.325 - 3.3 %, and 1.7 % for each B.1.131, B.1.1.194,209

B. Similarly, by Nextstrain classification the distribution of lineages is: 19A210

- 1.7 %, 20A - 51.7 % and 20B - 46.7 % (Figure 2).211

Figure 2: The global phylogenetic tree of SARS-CoV-2 genomes: A) distribution of
Ukrainian SARS-CoV-2 genomes inside global SARS-CoV-2 population, B) the same tree
with global SARS-CoV-2 lineages highlighted.

Seven Ukrainian clusters contain multiple sequences and jointly constitute212

73.3% of all sampled genomes. Presence of these clusters and the correspond-213

ing intra-country lineages indicate sustained internal transmissions (Figure214

3A and Figure A1-A7 in Appendix). For each such lineage, a confidence in-215

terval of its introduction time can be assessed by the union of the confidence216

intervals for inferred dates of its Ukrainian MRCA v and the non-Ukrainian217

parent of v (Table A2 in Appendix).218

We analyzed these introduction times relatively to the implementation219

time of the travel ban, that was established on March 16, 2020 [53] for foreign220

citizens and on March 17, 2020 [54] for all travelers with the exception of221

Ukrainian citizens returning from abroad. It turned out that three out of222

seven lineages were most likely introduced into the country after the travel223

ban date, as indicated by their introduction confidence intervals (Figure 4).224

Similarly, a single lineage was likely imported before that date; for three225

remaining lineages the travel ban date falls into their confidence intervals,226
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preventing us from the decisive conclusion, even though the date lies closer to227

the left ends of all intervals. Thus, the analysis support the hypothesis that228

the travel restrictions had limited effect on the virus importation control.229

The estimates of the basic reproduction number R0 for three largest lin-230

eages are summarized in Table 3. All estimates are significantly above one, in-231

dicating sustained local transmission of SARS-CoV-2 during the first months232

of the epidemic in Ukraine.233

Cluster µ̂ σ̂ R̂0 & 95% CI µ̂ σ̂ R̂0 & 95% CI

First 5.20 1.72 1.31 (1.12; 1.52) 3.95 1.51 1.23 (1.09; 1.37)
Second 5.20 1.72 1.47 (1.1; 1.98) 3.95 1.51 1.34 (1.07; 1.68)
Third 5.20 1.72 1.48 (1.16; 1.94) 3.95 1.51 1.35 (1.12; 1.65)

Table 3: The estimates of the basic reproduction number R0 for three largest clusters
together with the corresponding 95% confidence intervals (CI-s). The results are reported
for two pairs of generation interval distribution parameters µ̂ and σ̂ reported by two studies

4. Discussion234

In this study, we have detailed the epidemic characteristics of the first235

months of the COVID-19 pandemic in Ukraine and studied the effects of236

NPIs. We considered two complementary approaches based on the stochas-237

tic modeling applied to incidence data and genomic epidemiology methods238

applied to sequencing data. Different types of data reflect various aspects239

of the epidemics, and are prone to different biases. Therefore, such syn-240

thetic approach facilitates ubiquitous understanding of the early stages of241

the epidemic in Ukraine.242

COVID-19 pandemic is characterized by a richness of available data, that243

allow to utilize agent-based modelling and genomic analysis at the finest pos-244

sible resolution. In Ukraine, we have an access to public health data on the245

level of individual regions, which makes agent-based model predictions more246

comprehensive. Similarly, the advances and cost reduction of next-generation247

sequencing (NGS) methods allowed rapid genomic data acquisition at early248

stages of the epidemic [40]. These data processed by advanced phyloge-249

netic and phylodynamic models allow to assess the virus importation and250

intra-country transmission dynamics from a “different angle” [55]. Further-251

more, in cases when two methods produced independent estimations of the252

basic reproduction number R0, the obtained results are comparable, thus253
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Figure 3: Panel A: The SARS-CoV-2 clusters are presented in the Ukrainian phylogenetic
tree. Clusters colored by blue, red, green, pink, orange, azure, yellow, and numbered from
one to seven, respectively. Panel B: Daily incidence of reported cases for Ukraine (orange)
together with the sample counts and collection dates for sequenced samples (black). The
travel restriction has happened on March 17, 2020, which is indicated by a vertical dark
red bar time separator in both panels.
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Figure 4: Introduction times for seven largest Ukrainian transmission lineages visualized
from Table A2 from the supplement. The estimated intervals for introduction times are
depicted as horizontal lines, the border closure date (March 17, 2020) is indicated by a
vertical line.

highlighting their consistency. The uncertainty estimates for the stochastic254

estimates are wider, which may be due to the fact that stochastic model has255

more parameters and higher variability in the outputs while phylodynamic256

models has pretty strong priors.257

The study has limitations since the available surveillance incidence and258

genomic molecular data are limited. Ukraine is one of the poorest countries259

in Europe (based on GDP per capita), and, therefore, the health care infras-260

tructure in Ukraine lacks in some parts the resources of its close and distant261

European neighbors [56]. As a result, both availability of screening tests and262

the reporting of incidence data during the initial epidemic likely (substan-263

tially) underestimated the burden of disease in terms of incidence counts.264

Likewise, as the pandemic evolved, the scarcity of genetic sequencing limited265

the number of sequence comparison in the phylogenetic analysis. As such, the266

actual number of viral clusters of local transmission remains unknown and267

should be interpreted as at least seven clusters which only form the “tip of the268

iceberg” of all transmission clusters. Moreover, the local population compli-269

ance with the NPI regulations implemented by officials is always a question,270

which might have reduced the effectiveness of such measures [35][36].271

In summary, this study was among the first to explore the characteris-272
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tics of the initial pandemic as it spread to Ukraine and provided additional273

genomic analysis not previously published.274
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